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The quantum correlation between a pair of Stokes and anti-Stokes photons, involving a Raman emission
process is calculated. All realistic radiative and nonradiative decays are included in the calculation and the
photon correlation between the pair for arbitrarily strong excitation fields and detunings are calculated. The
correlation function shows photon antibunching, and a damped sinusoidal behavior with respect to the time
delay between the measurement of the two photons. The current system can also produce four photon
entanglement.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The generation of high intensity correlated photon source
is a subject of current interest. The Stokes–anti-Stokes Ra-
man emission doublet RED of Fig. 1 is such a source. This
has been shown recently in a series of elegant experiments
by independent groups 1–5. The application of such corre-
lated pairs in quantum communications 1, quantum
memory 3, single photon generation 2, and also control-
lable few-photon pulse generation 4 have been considered.
Harris and co-workers have experimentally demonstrated the
generation of counterpropagating paired photons with coher-
ence times of about 50 ns and controllable waveforms 5. It
has been shown that such a pair could be used for enhance-
ment of resolution in quantum microscopy and lithography
6. Configurations, similar to the above, which generated
RED pair were discussed in the early works of Agarwal and
Jha 7 and Scully and Druhl 8.
In this paper we calculate the two-photon quantum corre-
lation between the generated RED pair see Fig. 1 using the
master equation formulation 9 and Onsager-Lax regression
theorem 10,11. This method takes into account all the real-
istic radiative and nonradiative decays and works well for
any arbitrary detunings and field strengths. Here we explic-
itly report the results of a possible experimental situation
with a nonresonant pump excitation and a strong resonant
anti-Stokes excitation. The present consideration corresponds
to a small cell containing low density of Rb gas, such that
reabsorption of the emitted photons and propagation effects
are ignored. The ion traps would be another candidate for the
observation of such effect 12.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
present the formulation for the quantum correlation between
the RED pair using the master equation and the quantum
regression theorem. In Sec. III, we present the numerical
results for photon correlation and its manipulation in a 87Rb
atomic system. We analytically calculate the correlation
function under certain assumptions in Sec. IV and compare
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FIG. 1. Color online a A three level atom, when illuminated
by a pump and drive laser, emits a pair of Stokes and antiStokes
photon. Two detectors D1 and D2 detect the pair of emitted photons.
b The level scheme under consideration for the generation of the
correlated photon pairs. The atom is initially taken to be in the
ground state c. The pump field p, which is detuned from the a↔c
transition by , generates the Stokes photon ES and the driving field
d, that is on resonance with the a↔b transition, drives the atom to
state a generating the anti-Stokes photon EAS. The energy level
scheme corresponds to 87Rb with a52P1/2 ,F=2, b
52S1/2 ,F=2, and c52S1/2 ,F=1.
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the result with the wave function approach 6,14. Finally we
summarize our results in Sec. V.
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION OF THE QUANTUM
CORRELATIONS
We consider a lambda system that corresponds to the hy-
perfine levels of the 87Rb atom see Fig. 1. Initially the atom
is assumed to be in the ground state c. A pump field Ep,
when couples the c↔ a transition with a large detuning ,
a Stokes photon ES is emitted and the atom goes to state b.
Further the atom is driven by a resonant drive field Ed that
couples the b↔ a transition to generate the anti-Stokes
photon EAS in the b↔ a transition. We consider that two
detectors D1 and D2, placed at r1 and r2, detect one photon
each at two different times t1 and t2, respectively. The two-
photon intensity correlation function G2 is the coincidence
of detection of these two photons at the two detectors. The
simultaneous probability of detection of one photon at D1
and the other at D2, is given by
G2r1,t1;r2,t2 = Eˆ S
−r1,t1Eˆ AS
− r2,t2Eˆ AS
+ r2,t2Eˆ S
+r1,t1
+ 1↔ 2 , 1
the averaging is done over the initial field states at the detec-
tors. Here, Eˆ F
± F→S, AS are positive and negative fre-
quency components of the field emitted by the system. The
first term in the above equation corresponds to the simulta-
neous probability of detection of the Stokes photon clicking
the detector D1 at t1 and the anti-Stokes clicking D2 at t2, and
the second term corresponds to D2 detecting the Stokes pho-
ton and D1 detecting anti-Stokes.
The field of the generated pair of photons can be written
in terms of their corresponding dipole oscillations at the
source. In the far-zone approximation, the fields of the gen-
erated photons at the detector positions are given by the
atomic dipole operators as 9,
Eˆ S
+ri,ti 	 Eˆ S0
+ ri,ti −  iˆbati − ri/c , 2a
Eˆ AS
+ ri,ti 	 Eˆ AS0
+ ri,ti −  iˆcati − ri/c , 2b
where
 i = ab
2 /c2rirˆi  rˆi   ab, 3a
 i = ac
2 /c2rirˆi  rˆi   ac, 3b
and Eˆ F0
+ ri , ti is the positive frequency component of the free
field part of the emitted radiation at ri , ti , ˆij is the transi-
tion operator ij that can be expressed in terms of the den-
sity operator 	ˆ as ˆijTrˆijt	ˆ	 jit.
We assume that initially the field state at the detector is
vacuum, i.e., EF0
±
=0. We substitute Eˆ F
± into Eq. 1 to obtain
the photon correlation function in terms of the atomic opera-
tors as
G2r1,t1;r2,t2 = 1222ˆab
1ˆaa
2ˆba
1
+ 1↔ 2 . 4
Here 
i= ti−ri /c is the retarded time. We have used the tran-
sition operator property ijkl= jkil. It should be noted that
the averaging has to be done over the dipole operators at
different times. Such multitime averaging can be done using
the Onsager-Lax regression theorem 10 which is stated as
see Refs. 9,11: if Oˆ i corresponds to a complete set of
operators describing a system, and assuming that the behav-
ior of the system is Markovian, if one-time mean value of an
operator evolves as
Oˆ mt = 

n
gmnt − tOˆ nt, for t t , 5
then the two-time correlation is given as
Oˆ mtOˆ lt = 

n
gmnt − tOˆ ntOˆ ltt − t . 6
Here, gmn is a coefficient that depends on the difference of
time t− t. The step function x=1 for x0, and is zero
otherwise.
The mean value of the transition operator evolution of the
atomic scheme in Fig. 1 is governed by the standard density
matrix equations for the three level lambda system
	aa
t
= − 2ab + ac	aa + id	ba − id
*	ab + ip	ca
− ip
*	ac, 7a
	ab
t
= − ab + ac	ab − id	aa − 	bb + ip	cb, 7b
	ac
t
= − ab + ac + i	ac + id	bc − ip	aa − 	cc ,
7c
	bb
t
= 2ab	aa − id	ba + id
*	ab, 7d
	bc
t
= − bc + i	bc + id
*	ac − ip	ba, 7e
	cc
t
= 2ac	aa − ip	ca + ip
*	ac. 7f
Here 2ij are the decay rates from i→ j, and bc is the
dephasing rate of the Raman coherence. The above equation
	 /t=L	 has a formal solution
	ijt = 

mn
fijmnt	mn0 , 8
where f ijmn= expLtijmn. This equation gives the relation
between the transition operators ˆij at two different times.
Equation 8 can be written in terms of ˆij as
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ˆ ji
2 = 

mn
fijmn
2 − 
1ˆnm
1, for 
2  
1. 9
Therefore as stated in the regression theorem Eq. 6, the two
time correlation function in Eq. 4 can be written as
G2r1,t1;r2,t2 = 1222

mn
faamn
2 − 
1
ˆab
1ˆnm
1ˆba
1

2 − 
1 + 1↔ 2 . 10
Further using the operator algebra ijkl= jkil the above
equation reduces to
G2r1,t1;r2,t2 = 1222

mn
faamn
2 − 
1ˆaa
1mbnb

2 − 
1 + 1↔ 2 = 1222faabb

2 − 
1ˆaa
1
2 − 
1 + 1↔ 2 .
11
The physical meaning of faabb is: probability of finding the
atom in state a given that initially the atom was prepared in
state b. Note that once the Stokes photon is emitted, the
atom makes a transition to b. In order to produce the anti-
Stokes photon, the system has to be excited to the state a
that is represented by faabb. And hence the two-photon cor-
relation function G2 is proportional to the term faabb.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The function faabb can be calculated from Eqs. 7, where
all orders of the coherent fields are included. Thus the cor-
relation function G2 obtained in Eq. 11 holds for a vary
broad range of parameters, e.g., one can choose any value of
the field strength, detunings and spontaneous decay rates.
For resonant intense pump and driving fields, the function
faabb has been calculated analytically by Agarwal and Jha
7. However, for the conditions of current experimental in-
terest, we have to evaluate Eq. 11 numerically.
We have numerically calculated G2 and plotted it in Fig.
2 for the given parameters of 87Rb. The spontaneous decay
rates are ab=ac==23 MHz and the ground state
dephasing rate using a buffer gas could be bc2
5 kHz 13. Here we have considered the case when p is
very weak. In Fig. 2, G2 is zero at 
2−
1=0; i.e., a zero
count in the simultaneous measurement of the RED pair—
indicating the antibunching of the photons. This is because
once the Stokes photon is emitted, the atom goes to the state
b and needs to be pumped to the state a for emission of
the anti-Stokes photon. Hence, the onset of the two-photon
correlation depends on the strength of the driving field d.
Further, the frequency of oscillation in G2 is also a function
of the driving field. In fact, for p, the number of oscil-
lations per each cycle of population, via c→ b→ a
→ c path, is independent of pump field Rabi frequency p.
For higher strengths of the driving field d, G2 achieves a
steady state after few oscillations of the atomic population in
the a↔ b transition. The steady state is achieved due to
the fact that all the spontaneous decays in the system are
taken into account in the calculation. The number of cycles
of the population and also the steady state value of G2 de-
pends on the strength of p. For very small p, the steady
state value is zero. Note that for 
2−
1	 integer multiples
of −1 /2, the minima of G2 occurs. But the minima never
touch zero due to the nonzero width of the state a, even for
d. However, for d, these minima are close to zero
not shown here.
For completeness, we present numerical results of two-
photon correlation due to strong pumping field p in Fig. 3.
It should be noted that due to strong pumping field, the sys-
tem cycles through c→b→a→c multiple times emitting a
series of Stokes and anti-Stokes photons. Thus Fig. 3 depicts
the correlation between the first Stokes photon and succes-
sive anti-Stokes photons emitted in each cycle, unlike Fig. 2
that corresponds to the correlation between a single pair of
Stokes and anti-Stokes photon. Moreover, an increase in the
FIG. 2. Color online The two-photon correlation function as a
function of delay between the two photons of the Raman pair. Here
d=5 i,  ii, and 0.5 iii, and =10, p=0.1, ac=ab
=, and bc= /600.
FIG. 3. Color online Numerical plot of the two-photon corre-
lation function between the Raman pair in 87Rb with strong pump-
ing field. The curves correspond to G2 with a fixed d=5 and
different strengths of the pumping field p=1 i, 3 ii, and 5
iii. All other parameters are same as in Fig. 2.
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intensity of the pumping field also increases the probability
of populating the excited state a via c→a transition. Thus
for stronger p, the frequency of oscillation in G2 is not
only due to drive field unlike in Fig. 2 but also a function
of the pumping field Rabi frequency. And due to various
decay channels from a ,G2 ends up in a nonzero steady state
value for longer time delay between observations. It may be
noted that the intense pump produces multiple photon pairs.
This system can thus be used to produce four photon en-
tanglement which is being currently produced by optical
parametric oscillators 15. Howover, our system may find
applications where we want to produce narrow bandwidth
photon pairs.
IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS IN THE LIMIT OF
NEGLIGIBLE ab
It is interesting to study the system when ab is very small
ab0. Under this approximation, we can obtain an ap-
proximate analytical solution for G2 that will help to under-
stand the underlying physical phenomena. We also compare
our result with the G2 calculations reported using the wave
function method and Weisskopff-Wigner approximation
6,14.
We use the Laplace transform method to calculate the
function faabb by solving the coupled Eqs. 7. In the Laplace
domain, the Eqs. 7 reduce to a set of coupled algebraic
equations. Assuming that the pumping field p is weak and
the ground state coherence 	bc is negligible, the function
faabb in the Laplace transformed frame reduces to
f˜aabbs = 2d2A/s + 2ab + acAB + 2d2s − 2abA
+ 2p2s + ab + acs − 2acB , 12
where
A = 2p2s + ab + ac + ss + ab + ac2 + s2,
B = 2d2 + s2 + sab + ac . 13
The inverse Laplace transform gives the time evolution of
faabbt. However, since the denominator of f˜aabb is a sixth
order polynomial, it is nontrivial to get all the poles required
for transforming back to t space. Here t=
2−
1 is the time
delay between the measurement of the two photons. Assum-
ing ab0, p0 and the ground state dephasing bc=0,
we obtain a simplified result in the original t space
faabbt =
2d2e−act
4d2 − ac
2 1 − 12 expac2 − 4d2t
+ exp− ac2 − 4d2t . 14
Substituting the above Eq. 14 in G2 into Eq. 11 we
get
G2 = 1222
2d2e−act
4d2 − ac
2 aa
1
 eac2 −4d2t + e−ac2 −4d2t . 15
Clearly, G2 has two distinct regimes with different behavior
depending on 2dac under damping and 2dac
over damping. In the earlier case G2 oscillates with a fre-
quency 4d2−ac2 and in the later case no oscillation is
observed. This matches well with the numerical plot in Fig.
4. For 2dac, the above equation reduces to
G2 = 
d2
˜ 2
e−ac
2−
1 sin2˜ 
2 − 
1
2 − 
1 + 1↔ 2.
16
Here ˜ =d2−ac2 /4 and = 1222ˆaa
1. Clearly G2
has an antibunching feature, i.e., it has zero count in the
simultaneous measurement of both photons. The assumption
used to obtain this analytical result ab0 would mean that
probability of emission of the Stokes photon is very small.
However, a realistic system could be a four-level double-
lambda scheme, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4, that contains
an additional upper level—such that ab0 but not a¯b. We
have obtained faabb analytically for the four level scheme as
well and the result is similar to that of the three level system
presented here. We will discuss the details elsewhere.
Moreover, except for some constant numerical factors, the
correlation function 16 is exactly the same as in Refs.
6,14 where G2 was obtained via a very different
approach—solving the Schrödinger equation. This excellent
agreement between these two completely different methods
can be traced back to the same underlying approximation
used in both the methods.
Further it is observed that for a weak p, the population
in the atom goes through only one cycle and hence G2=0
for large 
2−
1, as in Fig. 2. However, due to small ab, the
FIG. 4. Color online The two-photon correlation function as a
function of delay between the two photons of the Raman pair. Here
ac=, bc=0, and ab=0.01. All other parameters are same as in
Fig. 2.
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incoherent transfer of population from a→ b is small.
Hence the G2 shows a characteristic Rabi oscillation with
the minimum of each oscillation touching zero, see Fig. 4.
V. SUMMARY
We have calculated the two-photon intensity correlation
between a pairs of Stokes and anti-Stokes photons, involving
a sequential Raman emission process, using the density ma-
trix equation and Onsager-Lax regression theorem. We have
demonstrated that this method works for a very broad range
of parameters of the excitation fields. We have shown that
the correlation function shows photon antibunching feature,
and it also shows sinusoidal behavior with respect to time
delay between the measurements of the two photons. The
frequency of oscillation depends on the coupling fields
present in the system. The minimum in the observed oscilla-
tion depends on the decay rate of the excited state. We have
also obtained an analytical result for a limiting case of very
weak Stokes emission.
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